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Support Infopacks



Infopack 1: Leaders

- You have a chance to find out what you are good at and how to use it.
- You will try yourself in a new leadership role
- You will learn to think in the business way
- You will see how to run your own project
- You will set up a team of people with whom you will do it
- You will discover what you can do with yourself professionally

- Workshops intended to develop your leadership and entrepreneurial         
   skills
- Individual and group sessions with coaches and mentors 
- Working with your team
- Experience of leading social-business initiative
- Compilation of the Individual Development Path
- Project Participation Certificate and Workshop Participation             
   Certificate.

WHY IS THE LYBA PROGRAM FOR YOU?

WHAT DO YOU FIND IN THE LYBA PROGRAM?



An educational program for secondary school students which prepares 
for professional and social activity.

Under the supervision of experienced trainers and educators, the 
participants learn how to:
 - plan further education,
 - choose a career path  adjusted to their skills, talents and    
    knowledge, 
 - cooperate with others in various roles and tasks
 - start a job with due responsibility

Dear Parents,
 Your main concern is your children’s future careers. You make a 
lot of effort to support them throughout their education, sometimes 
even longer. You wish they could not only get good grades, but also 
gain knowledge and skills which would help them find the best way 
of their career. Therefore, now that they are adult and it is time for 
them to make choices and face the harsh reality of looking for a job, 
the Leaders of the Enclave Academy comes to offer support. We would 
like to invite your children to this program. We would also like to 
invite you, the parents, to watch over, motivate, support and cheer 
your children so that the participants can become valuable employees 
who will be desired by any job market whether in their home town or 
anywhere else.
 We are here for them and for you, ready to begin the program.

LYBA TEAM

FROM PROJECTMANAGEMENT EDUCATION
TO ENTRPRENEURSHIP

Infopack 2: Parents



- This is finding ideas of what to do after graduation.
- This is learning to be enterprising. 
- This is better knowledge of the local resources and possibilities.
- This is a test of being an employee and an entrepreneur.

- Workshops intended to develop your leadership and entrepreneurial skills
- Individual and group sessions with coaches and mentors 
- Working with your team
- Experience of leading social-business initiative
- Compilation of the Individual Development Path
- Project Participation Certificate and Workshop Participation Certificate.

WHAT IS THE LYBA PROGRAM?

WHAT DOES YOUR CHILD BENEFIT FROM IN THE LYBA 
PROGRAM?



Dear Teachers and Educators,

 We would like to invite you to accompany your students in a unique educational 
experiment. We are convinced that only thanks to your approval and support can the 
participation of the young person in this adventure be considered a developmental 
success. We count on your feedback both for the participants and us, if you wish to share 
your observations concerning our activities. This will help to shape the program that 
is intended to prepare young people for the transition from education to professional 
activity.
           LYBAStaff

Dear Sir or Madam, 

	 We would like to invite your school to accompany us and your student in a 
unique educational experiment. We are convinced that only thanks to your approval 
and support can the participation of the young person in this adventure be considered 
a developmental success. Knowing that we can count on your support, we have an 
opportunity to combine two approaches: one from the formal educational specialist 
and the other one from an informal educational program.  
“The Leaders of Youth Business Academy” is a program targeted at secondary school 
students. They become leaders and members of initiative teams - as managers and 
employees of their own company. Withe the support of trainers and coaches they 
plan and implement social initiatives in the local environment like business ventures, 
learning from practice like in real job. Such an experience will help them gain and 
develop skills necessary to plan a career and begin professional activity, including 
managerial and business skills. 
In our opinion, your school could be a valuable reviewer and promoter of LYBA. 
Your students, our Leaders, could discuss their participation in the program with 
her peers and teachers, individually or in class, during a chosen educational class. 
This would boost the educational value of the program. We would also be grateful 
for any feedback for the Leader and us from the school authorities, the home-room 
teacher and/or other teachers who would like to share their observations. This will 
help to shape the offer to prepare young people for the transition from education to 
professional activity.

We	are	open	to	partnerships.

LYBA Staff

A NOTE TO TEACHERS

Infopack 3: Schools



WHAT IS LYBA?

WHAT CAN A STUDENT BENEFIT FROM IN LYBA?

WHAT WILL THE LEADER GAIN
AS A STUDENT AND A GRADUATE?

- Inspiring ways to benefit from your education.
- Learning to be enterprising.
- Better knowledge of the local resources and possibilities.
- Testing yourself in the role of a leader and manage

- Workshops intended to develop your leadership and entrepreneurial skills
- Individual and group sessions with coaches and mentors 
- Working with your team
- Experience of leading social-business initiative
- Compilation of the Individual Development Path
- Project Participation Certificate and Workshop Participation Certificate.

Apart from genuine education received in school, they will supplement it with the 
following before they start their adult lives: 
greater knowledge of their personal resources,
greater knowledge of the resources of the local community,
competences to use both in the future for better life decisions,
skills needed to find a job in a more effective way,
more effective work indicated by results and personal satisfaction.



Individual Development Path - document ready to edit where 
you can set yourself for improvement.

Infopack 4: Teams interview


